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By Grace Callaway

Grace Callaway. Paperback. Condition: New. 368 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.9in.A Diamond
in the Rough Merchants daughter Charity Sparkler is a sensible miss who harbors one secret folly:
shes in love with her best friends brother. She knows that the worldly rake will never return a
wallflowers affections, yet when destiny throws them together, she discovers that passion can be
the greatest of equalizers and love can be more than a dream. A Hero in the Making Gentleman
turned prizefighter Paul Fines battles his demons through boxing, drink, and women. When an act
of disgrace nearly destroys him, he begins the road to redemptiononly to accidentally compromise
his sisters spinster friend. Honor bound to a marriage of convenience, he is stunned to discover that
lust can heat a bridal boudoir . . . and love can mend a jaded heart. A Marriage About to Become
Inconvenient As an ugly duckling and a reformed rake fight for love, secrets unfold that could
threaten their future. Can she forgive a past betrayal and recognize her own beauty Can he find
redemption in the boxing ring Will steamy nights of Her Prodigal Passion turn into happily forever
after Length: full-length novel...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the best publication available. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the 50 percent of the book. You will not sense
monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- K ing  Wunsch-- K ing  Wunsch

Undoubtedly, this is the very best job by any article writer. It can be rally interesting throgh studying time. Your way of life period is going to be transform
as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Louie Will--  Louie Will
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